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AGENDA –KMEP meeting - Friday 15 March  2024, 15.00 – 17.00 
on MS TEAMS 

 
Agenda 

 

  Approx time 

 

Page/Presenter 

 

1. 

 

Welcome from Chairman 

Apologies for absence & Declaration of interests 

 

 

15:00 

 

Tudor Price 

2. Minutes from last meeting 

 

15:05  

3. Future KMEP 

• Structures & Organisational Model 

• Work streams focus 

• Balance of Business Representation 

 

15:10 Steve Samson 

4.  Kent & Medway Economic Framework 

• Implementation Plan 

 

16:00  

5.  General Updates 

• International Rail Services 

• Port of Dover Masterplan 

• EES 

 

16:15 

 

 

 

 

 

  

6. Any other Business 

 

16:50  

 
 
 
 
 

Future Meeting Dates: 

Tues 9 April 3pm-5pm online via MS Teams 

Weds 15 May 3pm-5pm 

Thurs 11 July 3pm-5pm 

Thurs 5 Sept 3.30pm-5.30pm 

Tues 5 Nov 3pm-5pm 

Thurs 5 Dec 3pm-5pm 
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Attendees: 
 
KMEP Board Members: 

 

Miranda Chapman (Pillory Barn) 

Andrew Metcalf (Maxim PR)  

Carol Ford (Horticultural Task Force) 

Jo Nolan (Screen South) 

Chris Broom (Discovery Park) 

Mario Caccamo (NIAB EMR) 

Tudor Price (KICC)  

Nick Fenton (Kent Housing and Development 

Group) 

Roland Cooper (Considine) 

 

 

Cllr Lauren Edwards (Medway Council) 
Cllr Roger Gough (Kent CC)  
Cllr David Burton (Maidstone DC)  
Cllr Julia Thornton (Sevenoaks DC)  

Additional Attendees:  
Steve Samson (Kent CC) 
Stephanie Holt – Castle Kent CC)   
Emma Watson (Kent CC) 
Adam Bryan (Medway Council) 

Andrew Osborne (Ashford BC) 
Karen Britton (Maidstone BC)  
Jessica Jagpal (Medway Council) 
Jeremy Whittaker (Tonbridge and Malling BC)  
Joanne Johnson (Swale BC) 
Doug Bannister (Port of Dover)  
 
Board Member Apologies: 
Cllr Kevin Mills, Dover DC; Mario Caccamo NIAB; Cllr Matt Boughton Tunbridge and Malling BC. Liz 
Gibney (KMEP Chairman & Lee Evans Partnership) 
Vince Lucas (KMEP Vice Chair & VA Rail); Prof Jane Harrington (University of Greenwich); David 

Milham (FSB); Graham Razey (EKC Group) 

 
 

Item 1 – Welcome, introduction and apologies. 
1.1       Tudor Price welcomed attendees to the meeting (Neither the Chair nor Vice Chair 

were able to attend) . Apologies were stated by Steve Samson (listed above).  
1.2 There were no declarations of interest.  
 
Item 2 – Minutes from the last meeting  
2.1 The minutes of the 15 January 2024 meeting were agreed, and previous actions 

covered. 
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Item 3 – Future KMEP  

3.1  Tudor Price encouraged Members to stay the course until further clarity becomes 
available of what the Future of KMEP might look like, initial indication can be found 
on the slides below.  

 
3.2 Steve Samson provided an update on the Future of KMEP.  
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3.3  Carol Ford asked how we are going to decide what the strategic issues are as 

opposed to having just examples?  
3.4  Steve Samson answered by saying that this will be around how we take forward the 

Economic Framework, and how the leads of the 5 main action areas prioritise these in the 

short/medium and long-term going forward. The items on the slide were shown as 

‘        ’                                                  . 

3.5 Roland Cooper expressed concern that some of the examples looked like Task and Finish 

groups when the issues are ongoing but acknowledged that Steve Samson had answered the 

question posed by Carol Ford  

 

Item 4 – Kent and Medway Economic Framework  

4.1 Steve Samson the ran through the implementation of the Kent and Medway Economic 

Framework in the slides below:  
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4.2  Tudor Price asked what the timeline was to discuss and take the action areas 

forward. 

4.3 Steve Samson answered that he would like to see, with support of colleagues, an 

implementation plan in place before the start of the summer.  

4.4 Tudor Price commented that we are not quite sure what the government might do with this 

other than tell us that looks pretty good. 

4.5 Steve Samson said that the government will be receiving the framework and recognising it 

as the official strategy for Kent and Medway. 
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4.6 He added that the quick wins are what we can put to government, to pilot activity in Kent so 

that we can make a case for funding and investment support.  

4.7 Andrew Metcalf said that given the current situation that the government may not be in 

place at after the next general election, are we also talking to the opposition or other parties 

to see what their policies on these matters are?  

4.8 Stephanie Holt-Castle said that the KMEF had already been exposed to Civil Servants and 

that next week herself and Steve Samson would go through the Framework with Civil 

Servants in greater detail.  

4.9 She added that we are deliberately working with civil servants because they will still be 

there. But we are tracking what the Labour position is on all of our different agendas so as to 

understand how might they be impacted and/or need to be adapted depending what is 

coming in.  

4.10 Roland Cooper emphasised the importance of ensuring that conversations are two-way 

flows between colleagues in the various local authorities so what we present to government 

is properly joined up.  

4.11 Cllr Roger Gough added that they are very mindful of that potential change of government 

and are engaging significantly with the Labour Party. Furthermore, he has not heard 

                                                                             ’        

outline materially, certainly not in the short run. 

4.12                                       ‘         ’                          .  

 

 

 
 
4.13 Carol Ford mentioned that she has signed up to go to the WorkWell workshop on the 4th of 

April. 

4.14 Tudor Price said that he would like to know a little bit more about this topic before being 

able to endorse it. He asked Steve Samson to expand on what the aims and objectives are.  
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4.15 Steve Samson replied saying that during an Integrated Care System meeting it was agreed 

that they would like this piece of work to continue in terms of setting up a Work and Health 

Strategic Group. 

4.16 This is an opportunity for KMEP to say if we are supportive of this group. And that the group 

would report into the Integrated Care Board and into KMEP. Furthermore, it would allow 

KMEP to influence its remit and to ensure that it is an equal health and economy 

partnership.  

4.17 The rationale behind this is very much about having, strong healthy communities, a healthy 

population in work and linking those two areas of activity together.  

4.18 Andrew Metcalf wanted to know if this was another board to sit aside what already exists? 

And felt that there might be potential for duplication.  

4.19 Steve Samson said the ICB are very much focussed on health and public health and not on 

economic development. Furthermore, KMEP has been very much focused on the economy 

and perhaps not to date on the health and well-being agenda. He feels that it is about 

recognising that both of those boards have a purpose and there is a gap between them that 

can be addressed here.  

4.20 He also reminded colleagues that this is an action area of the KMEF.  

4.21 Stephanie Holt-Castle added that there is a lot of academic evidence to suggest that if a child 

grows up in a family where the parents are in secure employment, the future wellbeing and 

quality of life for that child is considerably added to. 

4.22 Furthermore, it is about productivity. If an individual is healthy, then they can be more 

productive. 

4.23 The Integrated Care System has a prevention group where this question about how we bring 

together everything around economy and health has come up a lot and that's one of the 

reasons that this partnership approach will be set up.  

4.24 Wales, for example has had quite a strong lead in this agenda, so it's making sure we do 

learn from where there's some good leadership. 

4.25 Cllr David Burton expressed concern that this work seemed open-ended at present and that 

he is of the understanding that the biggest determinant of health is housing above economic 

activity. So, it would be important to focus on the primary determinants and not to get 

sidetrack by issues of lesser importance.  

4.26 Tudor Price thanked Cllr David Burton for his comment and said that this is the sort of issue 

that the ICB would need to build on to make judgements.  

4.27 Miranda Chapman asked if Kent Family Hubs are involved in this conversation? As the target 

audience would be people that are coming through the Family Hubs. 

4.28 Steve Samson answered that in terms of the kind of outreach and activities involved, it 

would be things like the role of community wardens, and front facing services like libraries 

that would be utilised.  And it would need to feed into the wider remit of Universal Support. 

We know that there are a lot of people out of work in the country that are just not on the 

radar. 

4.29 Miranda Chapman, agreed and was in favour of endorsement.  

4.30 Nick Fenton said that when you start thinking about Public Health, it extends into every area 

that we look at. The developer groups have already started engaging with Public Health to 

see how they can assist, and he thinks it is very important.  
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4.31 Tudor Price provided an example, a well-known cosmetic manufacturer in Ashford, who  

were concerned about the housing and accommodation issues facing their staff.  

4.32 Jo Nolan said that there's a lot of activity going on within the creative industry, particularly in 

the Kent Creative and Cultural Sector, around health and wellbeing and partnerships across 

health services. So, thinks it would be good to include that awareness. 

4.33 With agreement from KMEP members Tudor Price confirmed that KMEP’s involvement in 

the Work and Health Strategic Group was hereby endorsed.  

4.34 Steve Samson reminded Members of the open invitation to attend the Integrated Care 

Partnership workshop to develop a Work and Health Strategy on 4th April.  

 

Item 5 – General Updates  

 

Entry/ Exit System Update – Stephanie Holt-Castle  

5.1 Stephanie Holt Castle provided an update on the implementation of the Entry/Exit System 

outlined in the slides below.  
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5.2 Cllr David Burton disagreed with the statement that there was no need to be alarmist about 

this situation, as it was very serious and urgent, loud action needs to be taken.   

5.3 Stephanie Holt-Castle said that we need to communicate  extraordinarily loudly to the 

government that they must support the county because this will have an unacceptable 

impact. However, at the same time be mindful, from a business perspective, not to scare 

everyone off. So, managing that communication is going to be a difficult line to tread. 

5.4 Cllr David Burton said that he felt there was no line to tread and that there should be a delay 

until the systems are properly developed and in place.  

5.5 Andrew Osborne mentioned that this came up as an issue during the Ashford Strategic 

Delivery Board meeting.  Furthermore, Cllr Roger Gough, Deirdre Wells and Andrew 

Osbourne were up in Parliament not so long ago to address this. He also said that it was 

important to get the business community talking to government and to articulate the 

challenges this will create. 

5.6 Furthermore, he wanted to make the point that issues caused by EES are integral to the 

challenges around international rail stations. And that if Eurostar services were to return to 

Ashford and Ebbsfleet there would be significant investment needed in border facilities 

infrastructure.  

5.7 Tudor Price noted that there was mixed awareness around this issue, he added that the 

director general of the British Chambers of Commerce is coming down on the 18th of April 

to see what they can do to lend their voice and make a case.  

5.8 Roland Cooper said that we need to be emphasising the positive steps we're taking to 

manage this issue whilst at the same time also shouting very loudly to government to do 

something about it. This concerns not just businesses and major infrastructure but 

        ’       .                                        .  

5.9 Doug Bannister then the joined the call and updated KMEP on the work that the Port of 

Dover has done in order to prepare for this. As they have been working very hard and he 
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shared that he has been spending time in Paris and in Brussels seeing secretaries and 

ministers this week. Furthermore, the port is investing a tremendous amount of money on 

this issue, (money that otherwise would have gone on other investments), to be able to be 

as prepared as possible for October, which is when this will be introduced.  

5.10 One of the key aspects of the issue is where the registration for tourist cards will need to 

happen i.e. off site. So, the port is working hard with DFT and French colleagues to get 

regulatory approvals. They are absolutely focused so that they can be as prepared as 

possible, in particular, for next summer. The other challenging times will be Christmas, and 

February half term and Easter. 

5.12 Cllr Roger Gough followed on from what Andrew Osborne said regarding attending the 

European Scrutiny Committee at the end of January and thinks that the challenge 

concerning this issue is around where the argument is pitched. Unfortunately, 

postponement is not within their gift. It is ultimately a European Commission decision. He 

feels that a lot of the focus has got to be on practical management. He said the mitigations 

are key and that is where their current focus lies. They are bringing a further paper on that 

to Public Cabinet Meeting at the end of the month. 

5.14 Andrew Metcalf, referring to the BAB meeting on 14 March 2024, said that he had never 

seen the business community more animated and more worried about a single issue. He is 

worried that the wider business community is not aware of what this might mean for them. 

5.15 He said that we must communicate this back to our business community and to local 

residents, as well as talking up the line to government and everyone else, because of the 

potentially huge damage to the economy.  

5.16 Tudor Price asked about the registration process and if after a person has registered once 

whether it would go back to the normal passport scanning process?  

5.17 Stephanie Holt-Castle answered that it would be a single registration that would apply for 

three years.  

5.18 Doug Bannister said that to get the benefit of that, the app needs to be delivered so that it 

can record whether a person has been registered ahead of time. He said that European 

Commission are pushing for this app to be in place on time.  

 

General Updates – Port of Dover Master Plan  

 

5.19 Doug Bannister then covered the Port of Dover master plan. The Port of Dover was the very 

first port in the UK to do a Master Plan back in 2005 and DfT wrote a whole range of 

guidance to Ports on how to do Master Plans based on theirs 

5.20 Its original plan is up for a refresh now and felt that now was the moment to think about 

what their future looks like. They have started a project that looks into Port of Dover 2050. It 

is trying to understand what life, society, economy, business is going to look like. They have 

been looking at through traffic forecasts, and technologies but the key thing is to understand 

how they need to start to consider interventions at the Port to make certain that it is as 

productive as it can be, well into the future. For example, around vessels of the future and 

automation.  Automated mooring is around today for example, but automated ferries aren't. 

They are a little over halfway through their programme of work and are right now in a 

further round of public engagement. 
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5.21                       ’                                            and the public 

throughout the entire process, which is very different than how they did things in the past. 

Anybody who would like to come in and talk a about some of the concepts can drop into 

their Marine office, which is open all the time. There is a port of Dover engagement hub, 

which can be found here: Have Your Say Today - Port Of Dover 2050 | Empower Exchange - 

Commonplace  

5.22 They are targeting themselves to be net carbon zero by 2025 and it's five years faster than 

any other port in the UK and matched only by Copenhagen in Europe. They have reduced 

carbon emissions in the port by 98% since 2007 and they're not stopping there. One of the 

ambitions they have is establishing a green shipping corridor between here and France. They 

signed a memorandum of understanding with DFDS, Dunkirk and Calais to electrify the Short 

Straits. So, this means having electric battery ferries back and forth across the Short Straits. 

5.23 This will be a challenge because today they have 8 megawatts of electricity coming into the 

Port. Now, if they are going to electrify the Short Straits, they must be able to recharge 

ferries. This all adds  up and they might need a peak power supply of 160 megawatts. Today 

they have eight. 

5.24 So one of the things that they are running alongside of the Port 2050 masterplan is their 

Energy Strategy outlining how they are going to get all the power that they require to be 

able to deliver. On top of the 160 megawatts, if they start recharging cars and trucks and 

caravans and motorhomes etc, then they are going to require somewhere around 300 to 

350 megawatts. So clearly a small modular nuclear reactor at Dungeness would be a help. 

They are also exploring other options.  

  

General Updates - International Rail Services  

5.25  Steve Samson provided an update on International Rail Services   

 

https://portofdover2050.commonplace.is/
https://portofdover2050.commonplace.is/
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5.26 Andrew Osborne added now that the evidence is coming together, the next element will be 

around how we get the voices heard. Not just of the districts and councils, but also of the 

business community and others around Kent, including the residents that signed the 

petition. How can they get government and Eurostar to pay more attention to this is issue 

that they have done previously.  

Item 6 - AOB  
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6.1  Steve Samson explained that KMEP had been asked to provide a letter of support for the 

following government funding bid from the University of Kent. The board agreed that the project 

could be supported. 

 

6.2 Andrew Metcalf, picking up on the peak requirements of 160 megawatts of power at the 

Port of Dover explained that the previous day, Ashford International Truckstop has been 

acquired by BP Pulse. GSE Group will still carry on operating it on the leasehold, but that's 

the 600 truck stop and they're going to bring in EV charging points for trucks. It is part of an 

international corridor that BP is bringing forward. They are going to need 20 MW charges, 

10400 kilowatt charges and 100 and 2500 kilowatt charges and that's all by 2026. He said 

that it would it be useful if we could have a briefing to update on local nuclear power.  

6.3  Carol Ford asked where the Cyber Hub will be proposed to be.  

6.4 Steve Samson said that the bid is being led by University of Kent at the Canterbury Campus 

property, Greenwich is involved as well. In terms of the Medway campus,  because it's digital 

in nature, it will be probably a bit more virtual.  

6.5 Roland Cooper said that he thinks it would be good if someone from the UK Power Networks 

and or National Grid could come and talk to KMEP because there are certainly some 

worrying conversations being had by developers. There's a bit of a disconnect between 

provision of infrastructure and provision of generation capacity into connectivity, et cetera. 

He thinks they need to know more as a region about that because it should inform spatial 

planning. 

6.6 Roland Cooper added that we should be getting some revised nutrient naturally advice at 

the end of this month, maybe next month, which should hopefully free up a little bit more of 

the Kent area for development . The emphasis still has been in terms of total catchment 

management for water as a resource. There is a lot of support for it, but they really need to 

is find a way to get people in the room. They need to suspend boundary partisanship and 

political aspirations, and pleaded that they come to meetings to talk about catchment 
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management of water as a resource with a very open mind and see what they can do for the 

catchment for the region.  

6.7  Nick Fenton endorsed what Roland said, and that they do need a catchment wide strategy 

on this. He also endorsed what Andrew Metcalf said about electricity. He added that he has 

the contacts at UKPN and National Grid. Furthermore, we have super grid Transformers that 

are going to be required in a number of areas and that means a smaller commercial scheme 

or a small housing scheme or an upgrade will come into place. These super grid transformers 

will come  in into requirement and they're £15 million each. So wherever these pop up (e.g. 

a small commercial development) is going to be presented with a £15 million bill that's going 

to immediately stop it. So we need to understand the importance of that and find solutions 

linked to that. 

6.8 He added that generation nitrogen (converted wind power to nitrogen            ’          

because of the agreements that have been reached with National Grid. 

6.9 Tudor Price asked if there were any further AOB, and then closed the meeting by thanking 

everyone for their participation.  

 

Meeting Ends  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


